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Brett Martin’s continued investment in product research, development and customer service 
has resulted in the achievement of a Rainwater range which satisfies every variety of roof 

drainage, ranging from the smallest domestic property to much larger agricultural and 
commercial buildings providing the merchant, installer and the end user with satisfaction, 

peace of mind and a full guarantee.

QUALITY RAINWATER SYSTEMS



QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST 
Each Rainwater system has been designed to facilitate fast, efficient, economical installation combined 
with exceptional reliability. All the domestic systems feature fixing arrangements for easy and straight 
screwdriver access, incorporating the popular Brett Martin clip fixing system, creating a neat and secure 
installation every time.

The Rainwater range is available in a modern gloss or the heritage inspired cast iron finish of the 
Cascade range. No matter which Rainwater system is selected, you are assured of an excellent high 
performance product offering unbeatable durability and low maintenance whilst ensuring ease of 
installation and will stay looking good and working well for years to come.

The Rainwater range benefits from the Porcupipe Gutter Protection System.  The Porcupipe brush sits 
within the gutter and is a simple, but extremely effective way of keeping virtually any domestic gutter 
system clear and free from all kinds of debris including moss and leaves. For an enhanced visual impact of 
the pipe work, all downpipe fittings feature socketed connections, hiding all end cuts, speeding installation 
and maintaining the excellent appearance of the system.

Brett Martin’s Rainwater systems have been fully tested for accelerated ageing in accordance with  
BS EN 607:2004 and loading capabilities have been tested to BS EN 1462:2004.  The high standard of 
Brett Martin Rainwater systems is also recognised through the company’s achievement of BS EN ISO 
9001:2008.  You can be confident that, as a BSI Registered Firm, our Quality Assurance programme 
guarantees that Brett Martin’s Rainwater is a first class product.

Following on from our investment in Research, Development, Quality Assurance and our focus on 
Customer Satisfaction, Brett Martin’s Rainwater systems are covered by our extended Warranty 
and Guarantee package. This Guarantee covers a period of 10 years from date of purchase and 
covers unusual warping, splitting and discolouration providing the system has been installed following 
manufacturer’s instructions and excludes any coating, paint or other surface treatment applied to 
the system (with the exception of the Cascade Cast Iron Style range where a specific Brett Martin 
formulated coating has been applied to components), damage caused by external agents, fair wear and 
tear from normal ageing and does not apply to consequential losses but to replacement of defective 
materials. Full warranty details are available on request from Brett Martin Ltd.

Rainwater is just part of Brett Martin’s complete Plumbing and Drainage portfolio. The Rainwater range 
is complemented by the Brett Martin Drainage, Sewer, Surface Water, Soil and Waste systems to provide 
a complete sustainable solution for all your water cycle requirements.

Full technical and installation instructions are detailed on the company’s web site at www.brettmartin.com.  
The company’s sales and technical departments are always available to answer any queries and offer a 
complete design service.
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3    RAINWATER SYSTEMS

Straight forward installation and excellent aesthetics are provided by 
this visually compact yet highly efficient profiled gutter system in a gloss 
finish. Only 106mm across, the gutter is small enough to be ideally 
suited to conservatories or bungalows, whilst having sufficient capacity 
to handle larger houses due to its unique design.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•   High profile front conceals roof edge and helps prevent overspill

•  Moulded seals provide high level of fitting integrity

•   Outlets, unions and angles feature external fixing lugs for easy access 
during installation which saves time

•  None of the fittings have open fixing holes in the wet part of  
the system

•  Integral flexible clips on fittings ease installation

•  Modern gloss finish

•  Manufactured to the relevant standard

PROSTYLE 106mm
PROFILED GLOSS DOMESTIC SYSTEM

Colour Options

Arctic White White Black Brown

* Available in Cascade Cast Iron Style finish.

Anthracite Grey



Moulded seals and fixing lugs are on all 
relevant fittings.  

Connects to 68mm Roundstyle and 65mm 
Squarestyle downpipe.  The gutter and 
downpipe systems are available in White, 
Arctic White, Black, Brown and Anthracite 
Grey colours and in a Cast Iron Style finish.

Like all Brett Martin rainwater products 
the use of UV stabilised plastic is standard 
so that systems retain their high quality 
appearance thus giving excellent durability.

106mm PROSTYLE RAINWATER SYSTEM

GUTTER FLOW CAPACITY
LITRES PER SECOND

MAXIMUM ROOF
AREA m2

Level 1:600 Level 1:600

Outlet at one end 2.05 2.55 97 121

Outlet at centre 4.1 5.1 195 242

106

70



5    RAINWATER SYSTEMS

The 112mm Roundstyle Rainwater System in a gloss finish has been 
specially designed to facilitate fast, efficient and simple installation whilst 
retaining a traditional rainwater system design. Ideal for a wide range of 
single and multi-storey dwellings. The choice of colours available allows 
this rainwater system to blend discretely into a building, regardless of 
the finish, or stand out as a feature if desired. Brett Martin’s Roundstyle 
Rainwater System meets all the requirements of the busy installer.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•   Integral flexible clips on all fittings, for easy fixing

•   Power tool friendly

•   Outlets and unions feature external fixing lugs for easy access

•   Sealed fixing points on outlets and unions for simple rafter  
bracket installation

•   Sealed internal fixing points on 90º angles prevent the necessity of 
handed versions

•   No fittings have open fixing holes in the wet part of the system

•  Six colour options available in a modern gloss finish

•  Manufactured to the relevant standard

ROUNDSTYLE 112mm
CLASSIC GLOSS DOMESTIC SYSTEM

Grey

Colour Options

Arctic White White Black Brown

Anthracite Grey

* Available in Cascade Cast Iron Style finish.



The 112mm Roundstyle system features 
distinctive integral flexible clips that allow 
quick and easy snap together assembly on to 
the gutter length.

External fixing lugs allow the use of cordless 
power tools, for fast and efficient installation. 
All fixings may now be kept out of the ‘wet’ 
areas of the system, greatly reducing the risk 
of problems after installation.

The system has been designed to facilitate 
the conversion of the running outlet into a 
stopend outlet. Simply trim off the exposed 
fixing lug and insert an internal stopend, thus 
preventing the need for handed stopend 
outlet components. 

112mm ROUNDSTYLE RAINWATER SYSTEM

GUTTER FLOW CAPACITY
LITRES PER SECOND

MAXIMUM ROOF
AREA m2

Level 1:600 Level 1:600

Outlet at one end 1.00 1.3 48 62

Outlet at centre 1.82 2.43 87 116

112

51



7    RAINWATER SYSTEMS

The shape of the 114mm Squarestyle Rainwater System combined  
with its gloss finish provides a very clean and simple look, ideal in 
structures with contemporary styling. The clean lines of the gutter  
and downpipe systems give a flow capacity up to 20% higher than  
half round systems which means not only does Squarestyle look  
good it performs well. Squarestyle has been a hugely popular  
system for many years and is suitable for refurbishments and  
extensions as well as new build projects.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•   Modern appearance

•   External fixing lugs on fittings  for easy installation

•   Up to 20% higher flow capacity than half round systems

•   Excellent drainage for larger domestic roofs

•   Four colour options available in a modern gloss finish

•  Manufactured to the relevant standard

SQUARESTYLE 114mm
MODERN GLOSS DOMESTIC SYSTEM

Colour Options

Arctic White White Black Brown



Squarestyle like Roundstyle, Deepstyle and 
Prostyle features integral fixing clips that allow 
quick and easy snap together assembly on the 
gutter length. 

Careful design ensures these are robust enough 
to provide years of trouble free service yet are 
flexible enough to allow simple installation. 

The outlets and unions feature external   
fixing lugs, making them power tool friendly for 
simple installation. 

114mm SQUARESTYLE RAINWATER SYSTEM

GUTTER FLOW CAPACITY
LITRES PER SECOND

MAXIMUM ROOF
AREA m2

Level 1:600 Level 1:600

Outlet at one end 1.20 1.52 57 72

Outlet at centre 2.20 3.03 106 144

114

62



9    RAINWATER SYSTEMS

Deepstyle is a semi elliptical system, specifically produced to offer 
effective trouble free rainwater drainage on larger roof areas where it 
can provide significant cost savings. Opportunities to reduce downpipes 
due to higher capacity can provide substantial cost reductions and 
appearance improvements. The system is characterised by an easy fix 
clip system, which facilitates simple installation whilst external fixing lugs 
allow easy access for cordless power tools. Deepstyle is fully compatible 
with other leading deep flow systems.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•   Potential to reduce downpipe runs

•   Compatible with other semi elliptical systems

•   Easy fix clip system

•   Efficient high capacity

•   Minimum number of components are required

•   Cost saving potential

•   External fixing lugs on fittings are power tool friendly

•   Six colour options in a gloss finish

•   External fixing lugs on fittings for easy installation

•  Manufactured to the relevant standard

DEEPSTYLE 115mm
HIGH CAPACITY GLOSS DOMESTIC SYSTEM

Grey

Anthracite Grey

Colour Options

Arctic White White Black Brown

* Available in Cascade Cast Iron Style finish.



Deepstyle’s high capacity nature provides 
a very efficient system for the drainage 
of large roof areas, whilst still providing a 
discrete unobtrusive rainwater system. In 
fact Deepstyle offers an increase of 50% in 
flow capacity when compared to the 112mm 
Roundstyle system.

The high capacity nature of Deepstyle has  
the potential to reduce the number of 
downpipe and drainage runs required. This 
speeds installation and can reduce overall 
costs dramatically. 

115mm DEEPSTYLE RAINWATER SYSTEM

GUTTER FLOW CAPACITY
LITRES PER SECOND

MAXIMUM ROOF
AREA m2

Level 1:600 Level 1:600

Outlet at one end 1.88 2.30 90 110

Outlet at centre 3.75 4.58 180 220

115

75



11    RAINWATER SYSTEMS

Cast Iron has shaped the architectural landscape of our towns and cities 
since the industrial revolution. Inspired by this heritage, Brett Martin have 
applied over 50 years’ experience at the forefront of plastics technology 
to develop Cascade, a range of gutter and downpipe profiles which 
provide authentic cast iron styling in plastic.

 A unique patented manufacturing process combines with original 
cast iron detailing on pipework, fittings and hoppers to give the full 
appearance of cast iron with all the benefits of modern plastic products. 
This allows the architect to achieve their vision without compromising 
the requirements of today’s fast paced construction contracts on time, 
money or safety.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•   Authentic cast iron architectural detailing
•  Extensive choice of styles
•  An affordable cast iron alternative
•  Quick and easy to install
•  Ready to fit
•  Lightweight, robust materials
•  Fully UV stabilised
•  Durable and corrosion resistant
•  Compatible with existing rainwater systems
•  Complementary 110mm push-fit soil system

CAST IRON STYLE
170mm INDUSTRIAL GLOSS RAINWATER SYSTEM

Choice of heritage colours including: 
Classic Black, Oxford Blue, Olive Green, 
Graphite Grey, Sandstone, Porcelain White 
and Anthracite Grey.



DOMESTIC SYSTEMS 
• 106mm Prostyle Gutter

• 112mm Roundstyle Gutter

• 115mm Deepstyle Gutter

• 65mm Square Downpipe

• 68mm Round Downpipe

• Fittings and Hoppers

HIGH CAPACITY SYSTEM

•  170mm Deepstyle Gutter

•  105mm Round Downpipe

•  100mm x 75mm (4” x 3”) 
Rectangular Downpipe

•  Fittings and Hoppers

SOIL SYSTEM

• 110mm Soil Pipe

• Soil Stack Shroud

• Access Fittings and Adaptors

DOMESTIC CAST IRON STYLE SYSTEMS

GUTTER FLOW CAPACITY
LITRES PER SECOND

MAXIMUM ROOF
AREA m2

Level 1:600 Level 1:600

106mm
Prostyle

Outlet at one end 2.05 2.55 97 121

Outlet at centre 4.1 5.1 195 242

112mm

Roundstyle

Outlet at one end 1.00 1.30 48 62

Outlet at centre 1.82 2.43 87 116

115mm

Deepstyle

Outlet at one end 1.88 2.30 90 110

Outlet at centre 3.75 4.58 180 220

 115

75

106

70

112

51

170

110

HIGH CAPACITY CAST IRON STYLE SYSTEM

GUTTER FLOW CAPACITY
LITRES PER SECOND

MAXIMUM ROOF
AREA m2

1:350 1:600 1:350 1:600

Outlet at one end 5.77 5.12 275 244

Outlet at centre 11.54 10.24 550 488

*Actual test results calculated in site conditions



13    RAINWATER SYSTEMS

Deepstyle 170 is a high performance industrial rainwater system offering 
increased drainage capacity for larger commercial projects, factories, 
warehouses, farm buildings and apartments.  The design features 
innovative CLIP & SEAL technology for ease of installation, superior 
sealing and exceptional reliability.  

Strong and durable, Deepstyle 170 is a heavy duty gutter system, 
manufactured from UV resistant PVC.  The system’s robustness has been 
fully tested to BS EN 1462 Load Class H, whilst its unique formulation 
provides long-term weatherability for the systems high gloss gutter, fittings 
and downpipes.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•   170mm high performance industrial rainwater system with a greater 
drainage capacity, compatible with the 110mm Industrial Downpipe 
System

• This large scale system enables larger roofs to be drained more 
efficiently and effectively

• All fittings feature factory fitted CLIP & SEAL technology for ease of 
installation and completely watertight joints

• The system requires fewer downpipes and drainage connections

• It enables larger roofs to be drained more efficiently and effectively

• High gloss UV protected gutter and downpipes which look better 
and last longer

DEEPSTYLE 170
170mm INDUSTRIAL RAINWATER SYSTEM 

Colour Options

* Available in Cascade Cast Iron Style finish

Black Grey



170mm INDUSTRIAL RAINWATER SYSTEM CAPACITY - 170 DEEPSTYLE

GUTTER FLOW CAPACITY
LITRES PER SECOND

MAXIMUM ROOF
AREA m2

1:350 1:600 1:350 1:600

Outlet at one end 5.77 5.12 275 244

Outlet at centre 11.54 10.24 550 488

The Deepstyle170 rainwater system features a 
new and innovative factory fitted CLIP & SEAL 
to ease the installation process and provide 
exceptional long-term sealing reliability. 

• The unique CLIP & SEAL fully integrates 
with the fitting so that the specially designed 
captive seal is held securely within the fitting 
whilst the clip locks the seal firmly in place. 

• For added convenience the CLIP & SEAL is 
fully factory fitted to all Deeptyle170 fittings 
but can also be easily removed if required. 

• When fitting the gutter the CLIP & SEAL 
provides just enough flex to allow the 
gutter to locate within the fitting, whilst a 
reassuring click locks the gutter securely 
into position compressing the seal for 
superior sealing.

170

110

*Actual test results calculated in site conditions
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Distributed by:

Brett Martin Daylight Systems Ltd
Sandford Close,
Aldermans Green Industrial Estate,
Coventry, West Midlands CV2 2QU
Tel: +44 (0) 24 7660 2022
Fax: +44 (0) 24 7660 2745

Email: daylight@brettmartin.com

 
For the latest company information
visit the company’s website:
www.brettmartin.com




